2021

PRV Victoria Cup.

Terms & Conditions

1. Race point is Cobar NSW, Sunday 26 September 2021. Interstate flyers most welcome but must race via lofts transporting with any Melbourne Fed.

2. Race conditions as per PRV Committee. Birds clocked on day, including during darkness, will be considered higher placing than birds clocked next day daylight hours. Birds liberated on the day unless extreme weather conditions or unplanned circumstances.

3. Geelong flyers to qualify must be transporting currently with a Melb Fed or up to 10 km from Geelong CBD. If outside of this radius the application will be reviewed.

4. Nil refunds or credits. If not racing, new syndicate permitted as long as one syndicate member is the same, no transfers of any type.

5. Liberation to be determined by the PRV liberation committee. If conditions not ideal, preference is for holdover or cancellation but not a change in location/distance.

6. Syndicates: prize money to be payed 50% to breeder and 50% to race loft. Breeder to advise PRV of Melbourne loft that will race his birds.

7. 1st prize money guaranteed. Prize money awarded to first 40 positions. Breakdown of prize money to be determined by PRV Committee.

8. PMV inoculation required.

9. All first birds clocked must be presented at basketing centre after clocking. Clock presentation at 8pm on the day and if race still open on the second day. First 5 fed positioned birds to be homed tested by PRV official the day after the race or when practical. If either of these two conditions not met, bird is disqualified.

10. The 1st prize winner/s must makes himself available for interviews for media purposes and to promote the race and sport before prize money is provided.

11. No limit on entries.

12. No limit on fed positions per loft/syndicate.

13. Ring cost is $100, if purchased in 2019 $80. For every 10 rings purchased, 1 additional ring issued for free.

14. Transport to be determined via tender and negotiation.

15. Prize money to be paid ASAP. Accuracy is prioritised over speed of payment.

16. Race co-ordinates to be verified.

17. All fed birds to be subject to passing the doping control as per greyhound and horse racing. Prize money transferred upon negative result.

18. Basketing centre to be negotiated between PRV and Melbourne Feds.

19. PRV Inc does not enter into any dispute regarding syndicates of any type. PRV regards competing birds as the property of the breeder.

20. 1st prize money to be guaranteed by sponsor.

21. Impartial race supervision to be nominated.

22. Clocking electronic or manual. Ensure spare is used as a reserve clock.

23. No qualifying races required but are recommended by PRV Inc.

24. Unique stamp to be used on tail of birds on basketing night.

25. Icom rings to be used for both manual and electronic clocking.

26. Supplementary conditions to be added.

27. By providing a signed application you are considered to have accepted all of the PRV Victoria Cup race terms and conditions.

28. Yearling race only.

29. Accurate applications required reflecting correct details otherwise invalid.

30. Any application correctable mistakes after 1st May 2021 incur a penalty processing fee.